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“TREASURE SHIP" SAILS THRU
V IK E POCKETS
E L L A HOLDS THE CHIPS
SHELL-SHOCKED WHEN JA C K 
POT BURSTS
Nickels and more nickels for the
tnachinc at Sniders. The little devil
fascinates ’em somehow. The inven
tor, who should be well heeled by
this time, christened it the “Treas
ure Ship,** and it has sailed far past
“ Sink or Swim” in popularity. One
ba ll—one nickel—take your chanc
es. The little teaser packs a hidden
wallop too. It has intelligence tests
beat a mile. In the labs they call it
Psycho something or other; down
here in the loop we just call it
•‘lookin' ’em over.” Perhaps there is
ft nickel machine I. Q.? Have you
ever noticed? Let’s see.
We’re down at Sniders. Just sit
tight and listen. Its about eightthirty and the floor show is Retting
tinder way. There’s the machine
by the door. They all but make
you walk into it as you enter. Cash
and carry Ella is back there get
ting the nickel ammunition ready.
I t won’t be long now—yep—we’re
off! The lead-off man tonight is
Lucky Joe. He left the Library to
get a cup of coffee, but he’s forgot
ten all about that now. Joe stuck
ftbout two loaves of bread, a quart
of milk, a pound of butter, and a
good sirloin’s worth in that little
•lot last night, but he won forty
cents before he put it back in again,
and is the hero for today. Nope!
Joe is off tonight. Only threw in
five nickels. Looks broke. Better
write home for more book money,
Joe. The boy at the end of the bar
seems to be lifting a laugh at Joe.
That end man can’t see these ma
chines. He’s no sucker. Not in pub
lic anyway. He’s one who sneaks
down at night just before twelve
and pepoers away when no one’s
looking. Well, who’s on deck? Ah.
here comes a queen. Oh. no. she’s
Just easing up to show the boys
that new sweater outfit. Not bad,
but back to the machine. Hear that
rumble. The nickels are having fun.
Ah! a winner!
Lnla Starts Too!
Quit! Go on! Quit you tool! You’re
onlv fifty cents behind now. Look
at that victory smile. What a touch!
W hat a man! He’s really net carry
ing such “goo’ around these days,
but he likes to have Lulu think
he’s just a reckless, haooy-go-lucky
son of a gun. Oh! Oh! Lulu wants
to play, too. There go the earnings.
Hasn’t changed his expression, has
he? No. He won’t either. Not that
boy. But they’re through for to
night. Here comes an awful sight.
Look at that wreck of a man. If he
doesn't lay off those cokes he’ll
k ill himseif. And what a guy as a
freshman. Straight as a string. Milk
three times a dav. One nickel for
him tonight. That’s right. He prom
ised the doll in the third booth
H e’d be right back. Here comes
Fraternity Frank. See him sidestep
that machine. He has few friends,
but many Brothers. Guess he owes
a bill at the house, and the boys
won’t have their goo coughed up
outside. Bettv will play it. A veter
an, she’s had plenty of experience
at the resorts this summer. See
that aim. that steady hand. She
thinks she has the combination.
Whoons! Almost. In and out. R im 
med the cup. There! A winner. Ten
cents. And is she hanpy! She writes
checks which could buy out the
place. Quick! There’s a pitiful vic
tim. See the fellow in the rear,
standing on his toes, fingers in his
ears, mouth wide open. He’s shellshocked A slot machine victim.
One night a Jackpot burst right
near him. Too bad! A fine fellow
too. A girl is helping him now.
She’s one of the gang who always
play on Saturday afternoons when
they are more to themselves. Lucky
for them the football games take
care of the mob.
Well, have you seen enough? Are
you all jittery too? This does keep
you right on edge all of the time.
They say it’s more fun than going
to classes. You can’t say? You
haven’t done either yet? Come on!
Just one nickel? That’s your fin 
ish. The “Treasure Ship” gets ’em.

L. W. A. Open House right af
ter game Saturday at Ormsby.
All students are cordially invited
to attend.

LAWRENCE COLLEGE, APPLETON, W IS.

Library Displays
Bible Printed by
Johannes Gutenberg
As part of the celebration this
week of the four hundredth an
niversary of the printing of the
Myles Coverdalee English Bible, the
library is exhibiting a page from a
Latin Bible printed by Johannes
Gutenberg.
Between 1450 and 1480, Gutenberg
printed 165 paper, and 34 parchment
copies of the Bible on his press, the
first with movable type. The page
on exhibition is the twenty-sixth
chapter of Exodus, taken from one
of the paper copies. It was pres
ented to Lawrence in 1929 by Mr.
Glen Buck of Chicago.
Books, newspapers and pamphlets
relating to the Italian-Ethiopian sit
uation are on exhibition in the L i
brary. The material includes an ad
dress before the Assembly of the
League of Nations, September 11,
1934 by Sir Samuel Hoare, British
Secretary of State for Foreign A f
fairs, the latest papers on the war
and numerous books on previous
European and African relations.

Plans Laid to
Have Exchange
Speakers Here

Friday, October 1 1 , 1935

Directs Play

Homecoming Play
To be Melodrama,
In Old Kentucky’
ftr

Forensic Board Completes
Arrangements for Stu
dent Speakers

Sunset Players Beginning
Work on Hilarious
Production

In order to prove that it serves
the student body as a whole and
earns its All-College Club cut, the
Forensic board headed by Willard
Shibley supported by Margaret
Mercer and James • Sensenbrenner
have put forth a plan whereby Law
rence will exchange student speak
ers with other colleges.
The students will speak in a chap
el program and discuss some phase
of campus life of interest to the
student body. Although plans are
not completed it is expected that
the first exchange will be with the
F. THEODORE CL O A K
University of Wisconsin.
Marjorie Hall and David Morgan
have been appointed managers of
women’s and men’s debate squads
respectively. Plans for debate trips
this year will somewhat parallel
those of former years with the ex
ception that they will be less exten
sive. Reason—cut in all college club
Play, Devotional Service, appropriations.
Footballers
“Resolved, that congress should be L a w r e n c e
empowered to over-ride, by a twoAnd Speech Scheduled
From ’97 to Present
thirds vote, decisions of the *uNext Week
preme court that declare acts of
Are Invited
congress unconstitutional” is the
The week of October 14-18 pres question to be hacked at by MilLawrence football players from
ents a variety of convocation pro west Collegiate debators. The ques 1897. when the best senior athlete
tion was chosen at a meeting in
grams. The schedule is as follows:
chose farming as his vocation and
Monday—A one-act play. "The First Chicago, September 28.
the largest shoe was No. 9, down
White Woman” by Dozey. Erie
Volkert w ill direct the following W. A. A. Entertains
to 1935 when shoes are larger and
cast:
occupations much less exerting—all
B illi Burlington
Ellen Voigts
Frosh Giijs With
have been invited to take part in
Anne Burlington, her daughter
Lawrence Homecoming next wee*,
Gay Barn Dance end. The athletes have been invit
Margaret Hendrickson
Frieda
Rosemary Dupont
Am id the popping of balloons and ed to a dinner Friday night and af
Miss Cooper
Margaret Mercer the singing of “Bicycle Built for ter that they w ill form the neuSarah Townsend Dorothy Crampton two.” W. A. A. Board introduced cleus of a pep meeting.
Julia Black
Mary Reineck itself officially to the freshmen.
James Johnson has been appoint
Wednesday—A devotional service
After a picnic supper, which was ed by Richard Rosebush to invite
with the A Cappella Choir and served in the gym with the gra all football players from 1897 to
Reveren Robert K. Bell, the new cious nermission and cooperation of present day.
minister of the Presbyterian Miss Radda, th« girls had a ycdelOld Timers
Church.
Athletes asked include, Jim Goching fest ably led by Fritz Wiley. The
FRID AY. OCTOBER 18
Chacl
(“Mike”)
grand march followed in order to nauer’s father
A last minute change brings Rev give the judges. Misses Woodworth, Gochnauer, the unanimous choice
erend John Hanna whose subject is Shannon. Pore, Achtenhagen. Rad for captaincy of the football team
as yet unannounced.
da, and Brumilson. an opportunity for the 1904 season) and Kirt Wal
ters father, Robert Walter, who was
to judge the sillie.it costume.
Darling to Speak at
Marianne Mac Pae, assisted by made captain for the 1905 season
cohort, Helen Peters, then an after playing right tackle for three
Business Women’s Club her
nounced the rest of the program years. In 1904 both men were star
Dr. S. F. Darling, of the chemistry which consisted of a reading by players, and Lawrence scores here:
department, has been asked to Sylvia Dubsky: a harmony number Lawrence 23. Waupaca Athletics 0;
Griggs
and
Pearl Lawrcnce 36, Oshkosh Normal 0;
speak to the Kaukauna Business by Marion
a
musical
in
regard Lawrence 12, Marquette 0; Law
Women’s Club on Monday, Oct. 14. Wiese:
by Marion
Towne; rence 29, Lake Forest 0 During the
His subject will be “Food and Drug to “Tony”
a tap
dance
by
Cecile Mor year Lawrence was defeated only
Legislation.”
rison. an up and coming frosh, and by Chicago, Minnesota, and Wiscon
finally two cherished numbers play sin—all members of the “Big Nine.”
In 1897, Lawrence played against
ed on the saw by Betsy Ashe. Miss
BILLBOA RD
McGurk then presented the prize the Indians from the Oneida Re
Sat. Oct. 12—Lawrence vs. St.
for the silliest costume to Adele serve. Lawrence won 28 to 6. and
Norberts.
Schultz (ask her about it, fellows) the Lawrentian states that “only on
Sat., Oct. 12—Delta Sigma Tau
and honorable mention goes to her a feeling of sympathy did the figure
House Party. Phi Delt Radio
roommate. Ruth Loken. Marion six supplant a zero” One of the
Party for Pledges.
Towne and her committee are to be Indians comments was “too much
Thurs.. Oct. 17—W. A. A. over
complimented on their decorations. green horn.”
Results like this probably ac
night hike.
W. A. A. wishes to thank all those
Thurs., Oct. 24— Campus Club
who helped to make the Barn Dance counted for class yell:
Infirmary Tea
a success
“Ponbus nullis—equalled by none,
Sat., Oct. 26—Homecoming.
’97’s the only one!
KEPLER PREACHES
Sat., Oct. 26—Play—Chapel—In
Dr. T. S. Kepler, professor of bi- Cream of the College, witty and
Old Kentucky.
fine.
ble and religion, preached to the
Mon., Oct., 28—Play—Chapel—
Sunday morning October 6, congre Nothing of knowledge that’s out of
In Old Kentucky.
our line.
gation of the First Methodist
Thurs. Oct. 19 L. W. A. Tea at
Boom, boom, bangety boom!
Church on the subject, "The Gift of
Ormsby.
’97—give us room.”
the Heretics—the English Bible.”

Have you noticed the extraordin
ary traffic to and from the Chapel
back door during the early part of
this week and have you noticed,
the hopeful expressions on the faces
of all those who went in? Have you
wondered why only a few reappear
ed looking cheerful, while all the
others seemed to be worried or
disappointed?—It's “tryout” time.
Tryouts for the first Sunset play of
the year, “In Old Kentucky.”
It’s the same excitement that oc
curs every time a production is an
nounced. You hear the members
say they are too busy, or they don't
want to compete, but when the
tryouts are
announced,
they’re
there. It ‘gets’ them. During the
past few days, Coffey has been ac
quiring a southern drawl, Monag
han's been sneaking around in ft
hunched
up
position
snarling
“promise never to speak m uh name”
and “Aw Schucks!”; and I hear that

Chapel Programs
Promise Variety

Players Invited
To Homecoming

My Dear-You're in College
To Learn to Make Decisions
“Now that you are a grown-up
college student,” you have been
told, “you must make your own de
cisions.”
This Is not so easy, especially in
one case, that of the daily choice
of breakfast eereals.
It goes like this:—You barge into
the dining room just as the door
swings shut, falmost spanking you,
like World’s Fair twin-stile). Blind
with sleep, you stumble towards an
empty chair, and, if you are lucky,
find yourself being “good—morninged" by four or five fruit—eating
friends. If you are unlucky, they are
taking a final gulp of coffee and
saying. “W ill you excuse me, I have
an eight o’clock.”

You sit there blinking. Some kind
soul hands you a bunch of grapes.
If it weren’t so much trouble, you
might eat them. Instead you try
smiling, but only succeed in look
ing like a Jack O'Lantern with the
toothache.
Suddenly you become aware of
the waitress whispering confident
ially in your ear, “Coffee or m ilk?”
You think you might say m ilk for
a change, but you have already said
coffee.
You start to reach for a piece of
toast, but wait—what Is this sound
that strikes upon your ear-drum,
Turn to page 2

President Wriston to
Attend Institute Meet
President H. M. Wriston will at
tend a meeting of the trustees of
the Institute of Paper Chemistry in
New York City on October 15.
On October 17, Dr. Wriston will
speak at St. Cloud, Minnesota before
the Central Minnesota Educational
Association on the “Elements of
Stability in Educational Policy.”
and the following Monday he will
address the Winnebago Day School.
BO OK ROOM
MUs Jeanette Jones announces
that all text books In the book*
room will be returned to the
publishers about November 1.
Students who have not secured
all of their books are advised to
purchase them as soon as pos
sible.

CHAIRMAN ANNOUNCED
Freddie Seegers is appointed
chairman of Homecoming Dance
which will probably be run by
Beth McAllister and a wandering
frat pin.
Arrangements for a popular radio
orci«estra, to furnish music, are
nearly completed and other plan*
are under way. Marion Humlicker, chairman of decoration commit
tee, Art Kroos, and Tom Schacfer
hope to weave the theme around the
fraternity and sorority crests plus
plenty of dim lights to make a col
orful affair. Marty Bridges and his
ticket sellers, Marion W alling and
Eddie Fritz are out to cover the
campus and alumni to make the
dance a success financially.
Mag Hccht has lost several night's
sleep, but she got her part. And if
you see Sylvia Dubsky acting oldmaidish and queer from now until
October 26th, don’t think that she’s
gone crazy—she’s only practicing.
The play is a typical early Amer
ican melodrama, portraying char
acters and settings of the mountain
and blue grass country of Kentucky,
It has the excitement and the ex
aggerated character types, the “S il
ver King,” but the dramatic situa
tions are even more imaginative
than those of Jone’s play. You may
sometimes hear critics scoff at these
old melodramas, but there is no
other kind of drama that gives mo
dern actors and audiences a bet
ter opportunity to really break
down and enjoy themselves.
You may come with an aloof at
titude, but when Madge, the little
Mounting girl, swings across Ihe
chasm on a rope just in time to seize
the stick of dynamite from under
the hero, Frank’s unconscious oody
and fling it into the valley, thus
saving him from the plots of Joe
Lorey, his rival in love, and Horace
Holton the archfiend and villian,
you’ll probably discover yourself
beating your neighbor and shouting
Huzza! And when Colonel Sandus
ky Doolittle climbs a tree while his
betrothed, Alethea, looks through
a knothole in the fence outside the
race track to watch Queen Eess,
Frank’s mare, run the race that w ill
mean the hero’s success or ruin,
you may find yourself rolling in
your seat in a paroxysm of laugh
ter and excitement. Wait and see.
By the time that this article ap
pears, I think that you’ll find as
the chosen cast:
Walter Coffey
Colonel Sandusky Doolittle
Sylvia Dubsky
Alethea Layson
James Sensenbrenner
Frank Layson (the hero)
Margaret Hecht (the Heroine)
Madge Briarly
Harold Helterhoff
Joe Lorey
Maynard Monaghan
Horace Holton (the villian)
Gertrude Clark
Barbara Holton
Old Neb
Karl Mess

:vj
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in Mirror
A Young Lady Reflects The Mystery of LookingOvercomes
Co-Ed
The Little R§d
On ‘Comparative Weather* Dredge Is Told
Si nee we have run the whole ganut* of possible weather this last
week, a snowstorm, some fair wea
ther, cold winds, cloudiness, heat
and cold, it is a bit difficult to re
flect upon summer experiences.
At the football game we heard
a ¿oft southern voice (Paper Chem.
I Guess) proclaim that a snowstorm
would be all that was needed to
end a perfect day. We don't know
why he said perfect, but at any
late his prediction was perfected.
A nearby girl protested when a
fluke or two began to trickle down
under her collar in a melted state.
“You ought to wish for sunshine
anain,’* she said. The young man
with the southern voice once more
called upon the gods, this lime to

Suggest Some
Inside Gossip
For Homefolks

ask for sunshine. And sunshine
came.
Although we ask the gods to send
us Indian Summer. In the mean
time, while we freeze, we have our
memories of the vacation just pass
ed. Is it not pleasant to think of
the frightful, heated pavements of
the city when your feet are freez
ing at a football game? Remember
how refreshing it was to duck into
Schrafts for a soda, and how the hot
sun baked the tops of our heads
when riding on the deck of a Fifth
Avenue bus?
When we went sailing in the har
bor or sound it was much more
comfortable when the mainsail cast
a big blue shadow over us. The rest
of the world was glittering w'th
whitish sun shine. Seaspray felt
good in our faces as the Chris Craft
spanked over a choppy bay.
We wore snorts on the tennis
courts, and spent hours on the beach
turning gradually browner by pro
cesses of superimposed Ians. Per
haps our noses peeled the first
week, but that didn't matter. Un
afraid. we ran into the surf, which
raised up like a liquid and then
dropped splashingly over us.
On warm evenings we wore fril
ly organdies. Between dances we
stopped to view the blackened har
bor. a nothingness except for a few
twinkling lights; or we paused to
wave a hand at the world of Broad
way stories and stories below.
Now. even sunshine is cool and
crisp, and the wind blows up our
coatsleeves and freezes our ears.
We are only left with summer mem
ories. The gods will wait u long
time before they send us another
summer.

Material for those thinning let
ters- home:
Third floor's well-hung clothes
line modestly shielded from the
male element across the way by
H>od old Pigtail.
Many a young lady caught unawares by that envied electrician.
Pipe organ accompaniment giving
mundane face-washing an aesthetic
aspect. »How much am I offered?)
Phone call from Iowa at 11:30
awakening all first floor. Weren’t
happy, were you, Mary?
Two thirds of the 11 o'clocks
checked off on Friday night. Coml »-tit ion for Monaghan's little ser\ice. huh?
Derives Sublimation From
Once upon a time, not so very
Emotional Cale*lhenic»
l.onesome women taking a nigh! long ago. a gay young knight lived
in the land of Lawrence. One fine
i ff to see “Dark Angel” and get
day he donned his green helmet and
a gixxt cry.
set our from Brokaw Castle upon
Cockeyed lab students trying to
a journey to the East in search of
M-p«iate and classify their visbal
apparatus after
an afternoon's dates. Of Course his route lav many
leagues eastward to the dwelling of
wrestling with a microscope.
the great Sage, but as he was pass
Breakfast attendance hitting a
ing Ormsby Castle, a beautiful
new low towards the end of the
maiden in distress appeared at the
week when 'sleep reaches a new
casement, singing. “What's the rea
high in value.
son I'm not pleasin’ you?"
Ginny Wilson “Spreadin' It. Bro
At this pathetic sound the knight
ther. Spreadin' It" for all the sii- stopped in his Track and vowed
teri.
to win the raving beauty at any
Towel and all suggested sundries
cost. As he was about to scale the
accompanying the refugees from cold stone wall, there appeared on
Ormsby rijjht at hand for the tire the scene a swarm of Lawrencemen
drill that was five days in the off armed with Mace, by which sign
ing
the knight knew them to be Stars
Reading matter enlivening brush of the Upperclass, intent on their
ing the teeth, consisting of such ex annual storming of Ormsby Castle.
citing literature as "Do not place
"Out of our way. Sun!" the Stars
soap on glass shelves" and “Refrain cried,—and the knight fell.
from wiping hands on shower cur
Moral 1. Look before you leap.
tains.”
Moral 2. He who hesitates is lost —
Flooded shower room and burn <and found?)
ed ironing board cover-all adding to
Ann's happiness—so phone calls all
.w v w m v /
Saturday afternoon and evening be
fore dates neglected.
One little girl ringing all the buz
zers with cheerful abandon and |
wondering why Gert didn't come.
Lime-lighters who die to see their
names 111 print—even in this!

Macemen H alt
Brokaw Knight

Have you heard the plight of the
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
poor sophomore? It seems that Dr.
Flory's psychology laboratories are like a challenging blare of trump
just too much for a little blonde.
et*?
Those of you were on hand for This business of playing Through
“Will you have Shredded Oat*,
the Looking Glass made her so ill
the common little skirmish which
that she had to give up and return Sweeties, or Cream of Meal?”
we politicians throw every spring, on Monday to finish her work.
What a predicament! you feel
will remember the names of those We're so glad we're not taking psy
like giving the waitress an Edward
chology.
noblemen who lined their manly
Everett Horton look and saying.
hulks on the Chapel platform for
“My dear girl, this thing is toe
the world to behold. Now it seems
momentous a decision to make
that all of those candidates had
without careful consideration."
a few surprises up their starched
Preposterous! Imagine weighing
sleeves which absolutely no one
the relative merits of these three fa
knew about, except the Lawrenmous products in one’s mind in the
tian. Politicians cannot be forever
She's always busy. Don’t imapine
space of several seconds.
responsible for the sacred guarding for a minute that she’s pretending
"This morning the Dionne quint»
of the absolute and conclusive truth. to be, just because she carries a
sheaf of papers, and rushes about. had cream of meal." Who are you
And they claim the right to arrange If we had to make half as many
to dispute (heir choice?
data in such order that it best serves reports, we’d be busy too. Suppose
On the other hand—
their purpose. We who are close to for a day we tried being an officer
“Madame Rasputin, the fearless
the mud and other debris flying of a women’s association, a member
of Mortar Board, on the Lawren- daughter of the Mad Monk of Rus
about the campus are the very ones tian and Ariel Boards of Control, sia, says. “I start the day right with
who never realize how high the and Executive Board. I guess we’d Sweeties.”
Luckily you don’t like Shredded
piles may tower before a good idea go around looking bothered, too.
The dorm loves her, for she’s Oats, although “millions prefer it.1*
clears away the smoke and the
earned the name of “Ma Ormsby,” Thus the choice is between Sweet
laughter.
and when she’s gone for a day ies and Cream of Meal. Consider
The Little Black Handle Bloke
something is quite apt to go wrong. Cream of Meal. It has e x tn food
However, there are people in the Occasionally we find her going off eneray necessary to life — malnu
on trips which aren't just week-end trition. fallen arches, etc. Besides,
east who watch our activities. Oh
jaunts. Once last year she took a consider the case of a pale, thin,
yes, there are. There was at least
whole three weeks’ vacation and little boy on a bicycle, peddling des
one person who became quite con
perately in an effort to keep up
went to a friend’s wedding.
cerned over whether one young
Philology is her “dish," for she with sturdy-limbed companians.
candidate would be able to wade
“Bill sure gets tired quick. He
specializes in languages. In
her
through tiis own propaganda to at
room you'll find two book-cases, ought to eat Cream of Meal like
tend his history tutorial. So she for and both are filled with books cf we do!"
warded a little black shovel. But foreign phrases.
In spite of the danger of being
during the strain of that heavy and
One of her hobbies is studying like poor Bill, you must admit that
disastrous (for this candidate* cam
in bed. At least she tells us she is "Sweeties" has appeal. “Those cris
paign, the little black handle broke about to study, but by nine w<! find py, crunchy golden-brown wheat
one morning while our hero was in her fast asleep. Her other hobby is Sweeties.’*
a hurry to come within fifteen m in money—well, ask her sometime how
You are awakened from your gol
utes of his eight o'clock.
her nickel and penny collection is den brown reveries to hear the sad
Scene two, the academic year of progressing. Maybe her dad has sent news that, your waitress ha? an
'35-36. He had been elected frater her some new ones.
eighl o’clock. You think you ought
nity president. He had gone foith
She's everyone's friend, and she’s to have your daily hot cereal, so
to the wilds of Hortonville and oth the sort who doesn't worry about you say.
er remote boroughs in search for the correct greeting. Everyone rates
“Just coffee, please.”
the finest and cheapest in canned her a cheerful “Hi"
FRENCH CLUB
peas. He had led his fellows through
Dr. Louis C. Baker, professor of
it all. Comes October and the bur
NOTICE
modern languages, reports lhai the
den is beginning to tell. His step is
French Club will hold its first meet
heavier. The clay is gathering
Thin is a reminder to all stuing on the third Wednesday in Oc
around his feet. Shall this year be
dents who expect to use automo
tober. Ihe 16th. This meeting is to
another such as the last. Can one
biles for any purpose to come to
be for the purpose of electing new
little shovel without a handle car
the dean's office im m e d ia te ly ^
members, and the election of olfic*
ry so great a burden? Obviously
register ears and receive
ers. The meeting will be in Dr,
no! But the guardian angel in the
mits.
Raker’s class room in Main Hall.
east was the fi«st to act. People
in the east ion't just worry about
things. They don't just talk about
them. They act!
LET US
And that, my dears, is the end of
the story: except that it might be
added that he who wishes to oper
ate the Little Red Dredge should
report at the Phi Delt house most
FOR YOU!
anytime. There is quite a load to be
carried away already.
We Call and Deliver
Phone 1478

Who's W ho On
The Campus

CLEAN & PRESS

CLARK’S CLEANERS

118 E. Washington St.
Appleton, Wisconsin

To Top Off That Well Groomed
Collrge Appearance
Have V«ur Harher Work Done at

HOTEL NORTHERN
BARBER SHOP
Hooks A Tony

For a

Q uick Breakfast

PLATE LUNCH 30c

CO-EDS!
Get a Head Start on the
Fall Social Season!

Croquignole
$3.50
Shampoo and
Finger Wave
50c
Phone .Wi8 For An Appoint!»« nl

\

J

for dress or sport wear. In black or brown kid, suede, and com
binations. T-straps, ties, pumps, and other outstanding patterns.

RENT A
CORONA
NW want you lo try
otic of tlirvc splendid upto-dato ih *w intulid, fully
¿ruaranti'cd Coronas. Y<mi
will I*♦» surprised «>t its
easy act ion. xnperl» work,
all the modern conveni
ences. including Floating
Shift. Touch Selector, etc.
We will allow you what
you have paid for rental
on the purchase of a new
machine.
Act at once
while thi» offer holds.

E.W. SHANNON

Open Tuesday and l-riilay
Fvenlngs

DISTRIBUTOR

Beaute Salon Constance
106 N. Oneida

Over Western Union

Briggs Hotel

Young Ladies' Novelty Shoes

Stop at the

CHECKER
LUNCH

imaginative Lass
Compares Weather

300 E. College Avenue
Appleton, Wis.

Tel. 86

$3.00 to $5.00
Young Men's Oxfords
for dress or campus wear. Blacks and browns in calf or grain
leathers. In wing tip, moccasin and other smart patterns

$3.00 to $6.00

BOHL & MAESER
Repairing Given Prompt and Careful Attention

Quality Shoes

213 N. Appleton St.

This “Ad” and 5c
WILL GIVE EACH LAWRENCE
STUDENT A DELICIOOS

Bittersweet Sundae
—

At —

Voigt’s Drug Store
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Sororities Hold Limelight
By Continuing Fast Pace
The team certainly dished out the thrills at that football game last
Saturday, and how we do eat 'em up. We mean, we’re really getting
what we came to college for—thrills—chills—rah. rah—lots of parties—
• minimum of sleep—and practically no studying.
We had plenty of all that last week, and it ought to be bigger and
better this week! Of course we’re expecting the team to crash through
with another victory, and we’ll be off for more celebration; so we’re
on the air with news that ought to be sufficiently astonishing for any
gossip fan. (which includes every Lawrentian)
Paper Chema Start Things Off
Though the beds in South House being worn by Mary Katherine
•re said to be rather short for some Steinberg and Laverne Olson.
of the paper-chem six-footers, their
Following the pledging on Sun
■tyle doesn’t seem to be cramped day, a banquet was held at Butte des
any. and, believe it or not, they’re Morts Country Club. Alice Jarvis,
breaking the traditional institute Allene Russell and Miss Brainard
aloofness and blossoming out with spoke, and Virginia Wilson played
• radio party at South House and an S. A. I. song which she compos
at North House too, on Saturday.
Olson
sang.
More power to them, we say, and ed while Laverne
you gals can do a lot toward that Pledges and actives met at the home
by practicing up on the look that of Jane Dresely for a cosev after
*ays, ‘•where’ve you been all my the game on Saturday.
life. tall, dark ’n handsome!”
Most of the sororities are busy
Phi Delta Have Their Guns Out
Plans for that Phi Delt house just getting acquainted with little
party are taking on polish, and they sisters, and it was noticed that they
iught to shine on Saturday night. all seemed to be having a grand
That erstwhile master-of-ceremonies and cheer-leader, popularly time at the foot-ball game, with
known as J. B., has even more un seniors acting like freshmen, and
dreamed-of talent. Last Sunday freshmen getting right into the
pight he pulled off a stick-up at the swing of things in the snake dance.
door of the Phi Delt house, that was A. D. Pis. Capture Another Phi Delt
so realistic that it had Bill Hoover
Insignia
and Don Easterburg heading for
On Sunday the Alpha Delts gave
other parts. (They were returning a tea in the rooms for actives and
from the big, bad city of Chicago pledges. There’s another Phi Delt
fn d were doubtless a bit jittery pin in the chapter now, and a lot
anyway.) Gals, when you go to that of time was spent in singing the
party on Saturday watch out for the praises of one little Alpha Delt.
dark corners.
Little Mary Dishes up Sevens and
The Phi Delts are also announc
Brownies
ing the pledging of Phil Potter.
The Alpha Chis also had a tea in
Floor Show on Delta Sig Bill
their rooms on Sunday, and the
Bids to the opening of the Delta Kappa Delts had a cosey at Mary
Big Ninht Club are out! The pres and Marge Fulton's home. The ac
idents of all the fraternities have tives. pledges and four
guests,
been invited to spend an informal Doris Rennert, Sally
Johnson,
evening gambling or dancing to the Marge Hall and Dorothy Stubbs
music of Chet Robert’s orchestra. played bunco, and, no bunk. Doro
There will also be a floor show thy Crampton walked off with a
presented by the Beverly Breinig truck. ------ a toy. as a prize for
dance troupe.
her skill in throwing the dice. Ka
Mr. and Mrs. Barrows. Dr. and therine Greir won a book entitled
Mrs. MilHs and Mr. and Mrs. Du the New Adventures of Tarzan. In
'Shane will be the guests of the eve case you’re wondering why the
ning.
dice didn’t roll up a high score for
S. A. I. Swings Under Way
Sigma Alpha Iota announces the
initiation of Mrs. Gertrude Miller
fclaver and the pledging of eight
conservatory students: Virginia W il
son. Vivian Holloway. Marion Gerlach. Allene Russell, Ruth Sander
son. Mary Grandey, Wilma Dilly
and Jane Heyer. S. A. I. ribbons are
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Pan-Hellenic Council
Revises Rushing Rules
All sorority girls had better
prepare right now to forget the
rushing rules and learn new
ones as a Pan-Hellenic meeting
was held Monday at Hamar
House for the purpose of revis
ing the existing rules.
If there is any trouble in me
morizing them, you can lay it to
the door of Dorothy Mitchell,
Florence M ’Gee, and Camille
Verbrlck, as they were tho girls
who thought up the changes.
The rules won’t be harder and
they won’t be lighter but they
will be different, so you’d better
get your memory systems out of
the files, girls.

she was too busy
Gracie;
eating brownies, and more brown
ies. to be bothered to snap her fing
ers at them.
Maxine is Theta President
Kappa Alpha Theta has elected
some new officers to fill the posi
tions left vacant this fall. The of
ficers are: Maxine Schalk, presi
dent, Jane Taylor, vice-president,
Jane Wood, treasurer, Polly Smiley,
alumni chairman, Jean de Baufer,
secretary, and Jean Steffen, scholar
ship chairman.
D. Gs. Sign Grace Cooley
The Delta Gammas announce that
Grace Cooley is wearing D. G. rib
bons.
Here’s Luck. Red
The Phi Taus are having a house
party the 19th of October with Chet
Roberts providing the sound effects.
There is a rumor that it is in sol
emn reverance to “Red” Kastetter
who flitted away to Syracuse the
past week end. We're sorry, Red.
You are a swell fellow, a great
football player, and a gentleman.
You are the sort of fellow Law
rence is proud to send fourth into
the academic portals of any univer
sity. The Best of Luck, forever.
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N o th in g Like
Dormitory Life
F o r a Change
The change from living in a small
home to boarding in a dormitory
has ov’erstepped the bounds of my
imagination. After three weeks of
college life, I cannot help but ad
mire the students who have given
up a private life to become speci
mens in a glass house.
Privacy in a dormitory is as
scarce as a waterfall in the desert.
When you go to college your life
is no longer your own, but it be
longs to those fellow students to
whom it appeals.
If you are in doubt as to how
many pairs of stockings you brought
when you came to school, ail you
need to do is to ask anyone of the
neighbors who watched you u n 
pack and you will have found the
desired information. Just In case
you don’t recall what time you got
in last night, all that is necessary
is to ask someone who went out
too. It's practically impossible not
to know who else signed out. The
most public things about you arc
what you eat, the time you rise,
and the time you retire. Everyone
lor the distance of three rooms on
each side and perhaps beyond that
knows what brand of soap, tooth
paste. cold cream, and nail polish
you use.
At almost anv time you can v.alk
into your own little private room
and find a fellow sufferer studying
at your desk, wearing vour robe,
and chewing your gum. When ask
ed if you mind, you set your jaw
and for the tenth time that day re
ply in a sweet voice that you don’t
care at all. When you offer the in-

Lawrence Men’s Club
Invites Faculty Men
All nipn on the faculty and staff
are invited to participate in the
meeting of the Lawrence Men's
Club at the Alexander Gymnasium
every Monday evening. The Club
is composed of graduate men in the
Fox River Valley.
Recently a committee nominated
the following for president of the
organization: Lloyd Watson, ’15;
Frank Younger, ’16; and Werner
Witte, ’29. The nominees for the po
sition of secretary-treasurer wera
Palmer McConnell, ’27; Harry Hoefel. ex '27 and Alan Hackwoithy,
’24.
SPEAKS ON AFRICAN CR ISIS
Dr. Baker will speak before the
American Association of University
Women, Wednesday, Oct. 17. His
subject will be the historical back
ground of Italy and Africa, combin
ed with an explanation and discus
sion of the attitudes of the major
European powers toward the pres
ent crisis. The meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. R. E. Orbison, 214 South Rankin at 7:30.
truder a piece of cake that your
mother sent you the same day, the
chances are ten to one that she
will refuse and add that she has
ulready had a piece.
Perhaps as time goes on these
new sensations will be less annoy
ing. It is difficult for me to con
ceive myself as a Senior liking
someone else to wear my hats. It
may be that by the time I have
earned the honor of being called
an upper classman I shall also
have learned how to live a public
life gracefully.
My only consolation is that I
know as much about other people’s
business as they know about mine.

NU-WAY PHOTO
FINISHING
3rd Floor, Zuelke Bid«.
Developing and Printing
25c

PHOENIX HOSIERY

Chic Beaute* Salon

—

Welcome all Lawrentians!
SHAMPOO and FINGE W A V E ......... 50c
128 E. College Ave.
Tel. 632

l

O L I .K I .i:

C O L O N S

$

-79'
BETTER HEATING &
PLUMBING
W. S. Patterson
Company

213 E. College Ave.

R E N A IS S A N C E
Appleton, Wie«

Loose Leaf Note Books
Paper and Fountain Pens
Sylvester & Nielsen Inc.
209 E. College Ave.
We Close on Saturday at Noon

Portrait-grandeur
in
an
afternoon frock mi crepe,
with a locket at your neck
line, and a pleated skirtsection.

' % C S'

Evening Fashions
Dinner Dresses
Formals

MOM i

n

«*•»

Wraps

$12.95 «p

GRACE’S
Apparel Shop

104 N. Oneida St.

Sauri flou in é* tkrifty
Stftdii*«*.
A Mtmémmit»— S W « »**d • Soviet Sh««r « 4
ffcax i« Cntwa-Fit Top, Oh« Ht«l and «I ov«r T f l- ÏM .

GEENEN’S
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Sig Eps, Thetas
Win Scholarship
Honors Easily
Non-Sorority Groups Huixr
A v e r a g e Above
Sororities
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Kappa A l
pha Theta led last year in grade
nveragcs both for the second semes
ter and for the final year’s average.
The all-fraternity average for the
second semester was 1.423 and the
non-fraternity average 1.386, while
the sororities averaged 1.522 and the
non-sorority women 1.673. For the
year the grade averages ran as fol
lows: all-fraternity 1.410, all-sororIty 1.561, non-fraternity 1.377, and
non-sorority 1.684.
The individual fraternity and sor
ority averages are as follows:
Second Semester 1934-35
Fraternity:
1.774
Sigma Phi Epsilon
1.534
Delta Sigma Tau
1.335
Delta Tau Delta
1.353
Psi Chi Omega
Phi Delta Theta
1.307
1.303
Phi Kappa Tau
1.215
Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority:
1 731
Kappa Alpha Theta
1.624
Delta Gamma
1.605
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
1.445
1.383
Phi Mu
1.300
Zeta Tau Alpha
1.253
Kappa Delta
Year Averages 1934-35
Fraternity:
1.744
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Delta Sigma Tau
1.554
1.375
Delta Tau Delta
Psi Chi Omega
1.317
Phi Kappa Tau
1 292
Phi Delta Theta
1 269
Beta Sigma Phi
1.267
Sorority:
Kappa Alpha Theta
1.763
1 656
Delta Gamma
Alpha Chi Omega
1.632
Alpha Delta Pi
1.523
1 349
Phi Mu
1.347
Kappa Delta
1 264
Zeta Tau Alpha

Sigma Alpha Iota
Pledges Eight
Banquet
at Rutte de*
Morts F o l l o w *
Ceremony
Fight Kiris were pledged to Sigma
Alpha Tota, national musical soror
ity, and Gertrude Miller Clavcr was
initiated as a patroness In impres
sive ceremony at 4 o’clock Sunday
afternoon in Dean Waterman’s stu
dio at the Lawrence Conservatory
of Music The list of girls pledged
includes the Misses Virginia Wilson,
Ravinia. I l l . Ruth Saunderson. Kaukauna; Jane Heyer, Walworth; V i
vienne Holloway. Green Bav; W il
ma Dillie, Markesan: Marion Gerlach. Weyauwega: Mary Grnndy,
Savannah, 111.; Allene Russell, Wautoma.
Following the initiation service
the neophytes were feted at a ban
quet at Butte des Morts Golf club.
Miss Mary Reineck. Appleton, was
toastmistress for the occasion. Miss
Alyce Jaivis, Rhinelander, gave the
speech of welcome to the newly
pledged girls and Miss Allene Rus
sell responded to the toast. A short
talk on the ideals of the sorority
was presented by Miss Gladys Ives
Brainard. Miss Virginia
Wilson
played a sorority song of her own
composition which was sung by
Miss Laverne Olsen. Chctek.
Following
the Lawrence-Monmouth football game Saturday af
ternoon, the H. J. Dreseley home,
404 W. Fighth street, was the scene
of a buffet supper in honor of the
sorority’s rushees.

Trever Speaks on
Evils of Dictators
Dr. A. A. Trever, professor of an
cient and European history, spoke
last Wednesday noon, October 9, at
the weekly meeting of the Kiwanis
Club at the Conway Hotel. He dis
cussed the “Fallacies and Evils of
Dictatorship." Dr. Trever pointed
out that dictatorship is based upon
the philosophy that efficiency in
government is the end in itself, ra
ther than the means to an end, and
upon a psychology characterized by
vast illusions of grandeur. Dictator
ship. with its regimentation of edu
cation and its suppression of all
criticism almost invariably pro
duces a nation of cringing, non-creative citizens.

Dr. Raney Traces
Lumbering History
Economic Background Is
Used as Basis of
Article
In the September issues of The
Wisconsin Magazine of History can
be found an article written by Dr.
W. F. Raney, professor of English
and European history at Lawrence.
In his article entitled ‘‘Pine Lum 
bering in Wisconsin” Dr. Raney
traces the lumbering industry from
its beginnings.
The article states that economic
life in general is dependent upon
nature. Wisconsin was very fortun
ate in this case since it was covered
with forests. Naturally as wood and
its products came to be used more
and more, crude sawmills origin
ated. Sawmills started towns. The
larger concerns began to develop
about 1852, but not until after the
Civil War did the lumbering bus
iness really find its place in public
affairs.
Several men were responsible for
founding certain cities simply by
starting a sawmill at that place. In
1839, Jacob Spaulding and twenty
men came to Black River Falls; Na
than Myrick settled in LaCrosse in
1841; and James Lockwood settled
in Menominee in 1831.
The. name of Weyerhauser is im 
portant during this period. Weyer
hauser was born in Germany in
1834. He came here when eighteen
years old and in 1850 was employ
ed in a sawmill in Illinois. Soon he
had his own business and in 1860
he took in his first partner. His
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Lawrentian Lists
Leading Officers
Of Organizations
Fraternity and Sorority O f
ficers Printed for Con
venience o f Students
Believing that in the past we have
experienced a need for information
concerning all fraternal organiza
tions and all club and honorary
groups on the campus, the Law
rentian intends to list the princi
pal officers of these groups. This
week we bring you the two prin
cipal officers of the active fraternities and sororities. Officers of all
clubs and all honorary organiza
tions are urged to report a list of
their principal officers to the Law
rentian office immediately.
Sigma Alpha Iota
President
Jean Hutchinson
Secretary
— llazel Uunne
Alpha Chi Omega
President
Dorothy Mitchell
Secretary
llazel Risseeuw
Alpha Delta PI
President
Gwen Cramer
Secretary
Betty Jane Wlnans
Delta Gamma
President
Florence Me Gee
Secretary
Winifred Wiley
Zeta Tau Alpha
President
Florence Vanderploeg
Secretary
Dorothy Hanson
Kappa Delta
President
Mary Fulton
Secretary
Ruth Schuettge
Kappa Alpha Theta
President
Maxine Schalk
Secretary
Jean De Raufer
Sigma Phi Epsilon
President
Walter Coffey
Secretary
Charles Schwartx
Beta Sigma Phi
President
Robert Colter
Secretary
James Gochnauer
Phi Delta Theta
President
Theodore Wilder
Secretary
Robert Arthur
Delta Sigma Tau
President
Robert Bartella
Secretary
John Doerfler
Phi Kappa Tau
President
Karl Mess
Secretary
Robert Rydell
Delta Tau Delta
President
Fred Leech
Secretary
Fred geeger»
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A. A. U. P. to Elect
New Officers; Miss
Waples to Speak
Officers for the present year will
be decided upon at today’s meeting
of the local chapter of the Ameri
can Association of University Pro
fessors. The meeting is to be held
at the Hotel Northern.
The
officers
for
the p a s t
year have been Dr. M. M. Bober,
professor of economics and busi
ness, chairman, and Miss Dorothy
Bethurum, professor of English,
secretary.
Miss Dorothy Waples, associate
professor of English, is to be the
speaker at this meeting. Her subject
w ill be, “An American Battle for
Propaganda in Art, 1830-1842.”
In this address, Misj Waples states
that James Fenimor-> Cooper be
lieved that the only distinction for
American literature was writing on
American principles. In many of his
works, excluding the Leatherstocking series, he trieu to embody
Amer'can ideals. However, the
Whigs considered them rather as
Jacksonian Democracy. They at
tacked him bitterly and attempted
to prevent the sale of his books.
They further tried to defame his
character and make him seem any
thing but the jovial gentleman he
really was. Whig papers misrepre
sented him and called him a traitor
to his country. They called him a
cantankerous bachelor, while in
truth he was happily married an.i
most domestic.
Finally, the situation became so
extreme that when biographers
wished to write the story of his life,
they had to do so without any help
from Cooper’s family.

Dr. Kepler Gives
History of Bible
Commemoration of 4(M)th
Anniversary of Printing
O f English Bible
Wednesday Dr. Thomas S. Kepler
spoke on the development of trans
lations of the Bible. His speech was
in commemoration of the four hundiedth anniversary of the printing
of the lii ¿t complete English Bible
by Myles Covcrdale on Of'tober 4,
1935.
John Wyclif, living in the four
teenth century, a period of transi
tion from the Dark Ages into the
Reformation Period, translated the
Latin Vulcate into English. lie was
thus the initiator of giving to the
English-speaking people a transla
tion of the Bible. But Wyclif estab
lished an order of poor priests, the
“Lollards,” who assailed the corrup
tions of the Church. Wyclif was
tried for heresy and was ex-com
municated.
In the latter part of the fifteenth
century there were two events sig
nificant in the bringing of the Bible
to the English-speaking people. The
first was the invention of the mov
able type printing press, and the
second, the birth of W illiam Tyndale in 1490. Tyndale studied under
the great scholar Erasmus.
Im 
pressed by the common people’s gnorance of the Bible, Tyndale was
spurred on to translate it into En
glish, and after ten years of study
at Oxford and Cambridge, he start
ed to work. He worked in Germany,
and in Weimar was the first trans
lation of the New Testament com
pleted. Copies were smuggled into
England, but the Pope purchased
them and had them destroyed. Tyn
dale used the money obtained from
the sale to carry on his work.

L. W. A. TEA
Following an old tradition of
Lawrence College, the L. W. A. has
started its series of weekly teas.
The purpose of these teas is to nave
all the students of Lawrence, both
men and women, meet and get
better acquainted with the faculty October twelfth, at Ormsby. This
and with each other.
tea w ill be after the football game*
The next tea w ill be Saturday, when everyone is cold and hungry.

First Church of Christ Scientist
Appleton, Wisconsin

— Announces A —-

Free Lecture on Christian Science
— By —

lumbering interests are the greatest
and most famous in Wisconsin.
The whole period. Dr. Raney con
cludes, was a colorful one in Wis
consin’s history.

BUETOVTS BEAUTY SHOP
226 E. College Ave.

Telephone 902

John Elhs Sedman, C. S. B.
of Los Angeles, California
Member of the Board of Lectureship of the Mother Church . . .
The First Church of Christ Scientist, in Boston Massachusetts

IN LAWRENCE MEMORIAL CHAPEL
at 8:15 O ’clock

Friday Evening — October 11, 1936
The Public Is Cordially Invited to Attend

Candle Glow Tea Room
Appleton’s Most Delightful

Luncheon and Dining Service
110 E. Lawrence St.

EEZ
I

Appleton, Wisconsin

A SELBY SHOE

PRESENTS THE NEWEST SHOE FASH IO NS

tr ito »

FOR FALL , . .
If you have an eye for smartness and a longing
for comfort, you'll like Selby Styl-Eez shoes.
They present every im portant new footwear
fashion . . . an d their exclusive features giv*
you correct fit and lasting ease.

A Beautiful Picture
of

Wllney Black K id and
Patent Combination . . .
W ith Broad Strap . • •
Grey Stitching.

CLAUDETTE
COLBERT

$650

• • Saturday Only • .

HOSIERY

At The

“Oaks Candy &
Karmelkorn
Shop”
Rio Theatre Bldg.

In the New Shades

Bad g er

p a n t o r iu m

HECKERT
THE

CLEANERS and DYERS
217 N. Appleton St.

Appleton

W E

SHOE
O U ÏT

R E B U I L D

STORE

S HO E S

CO
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Vikings Meet St. Norberts Tomorrow
St. Norberts Has
Real Punch and
Power for Vikes

THEY COVER THE WATER FRONT

Knights Have Already Won
Two W ith Strength
ened Team
St. Norberts originally was picked
to be a “breather” for the Law
rence Vikings year after year. But
St. Norberts has had some ¡deas of
her own. Year after year they move
into Appleton seeing “red” all the
way from Little Chute through to
the Vike goal posts. And St. Nor
berts has been building.
McCormack and Radlck, Coachcs
The first step they took in lay
ing the cornerstone for their future
football teams was to hire Coach
McCormack and Ken Radick, a cou
ple of fellows who know what this
old game is all about. Then they
scoured the north, south, east, and
west for high school players who
could put the DePcre school on the
map. And they promise to do just
that very thing. There 's no prize
more coveted in DePere than a Vik
ing scalp, especially one that has
been swelled considerably after two
sensational victories over Illinois
teams who had been played along
heavily in printer’;? ink. It must be
remembered that the Vike running
offense has gathered all of five or
six first downs from scrimmage so
far this season. Passes at opportune
moments, together with the most
timely fumbles by the opposition,
and a bunch of fellows who have
followed the ball as though it were
a pre-historic egg about to be drop
ped, have just about saved the
Vikes. They play good ball for a
few moments, and they play awful
ball the next five. It has been
their good fortune that they have
played their best in the pinches.
They have been awake, and they
have made use of every possible
break.
Record Perhaps Misleading
Now, St. Norbertf has only realiz
ed a mediocre beginning so for.
They played a dispappointing 13 to
13 tie with Oshkosh Teachers. Eddie
Kotal’s pros beat them by two
touchdowns on two accurate pass
es. Last Saturday night they beat
the Michigan Tech team by two
touchdowns. They could have eas
ily won by four, but Mr. McCor
mack is a gentleman who, when he
sees his team has the upper hand,
removes his varsity eleven and in
serts his second and third teams.
That is considered only common
courtesy between coaches and be
tween schools.
Excellent Backs
Why the 6t. Norberts team has
not accomplished more this fall, is
a mystery to us. They have at least
eight fellows who have played to
gether for two or three years. They
have a great line, especially at the
ends- and guards. They w ill out
weigh Lawrence fifteen pounds to
the man. Their backs have been
together three years. Vandelist, who
kicks, runs, and passes beautifully;
Ellis, who can run circles around
any back Lawrence can show,
Noonen and Toonen who drive, pass,
and kick somewhat, compose a
quartet which need bow to no state
college. They are all “natural ” They
handle a football as If it were a
baseball. They run as though they

W IN $ 1 5
Guess Football Scores
atlohnston’s Book Store

A Shop For You

ZUELKE
BARBER
SHOP
4th Floor, Zuelke Bldg.

CLIFF OSEN AND J IM STRAUBI.E

it Might Be
“It Might Be” was. right 17
times to date, 5 wrong guesses,
four ties; per cent stands .793.
We’re through backing the Badgers, however, so it looks like a
.900 column this week.
Lawrence
14 St. Norberts
«
0
Notre Dame 21 Wisconsin
7
20 Beloit
Cornell
0
Coe
6 Monouth
6
10 Ripon
L. Forest
7
13 Carroll
Wesleyan
6
13 Kansas
Marquette
3
6 Michigan
Indiana
12 Illinois
0
S. Calif.
7
10 Fordham
Purdue
6
Yale
7 Penn.
0
Ohio State 26 Drake
7
7 Nebraska
Minnesota
Colgate
9 Iowa U.
7
0
27 Western State
Chicago
19 Whitman
0
Idaho
G. B. P’kers 14 Chi. Cardinals 10

Sport Shorts
MISS W APLES JOLTS CHEER
LEADER
Lawrentian hearts beat a trifle
quicker last Sunday night when the
bell on old Main Hall pealed out in
celebration of the Viking victory
over Monmouth. Those who really
know, and those who attend one
of Miss Waples’ literature classes,
remembered that it was she who
reminded us, and she who even
chastised Johnny B for not ringing
the gong last week after the Lake
Forest win. The ringing of the bell
after each victory is a tradition at
Lawrence, and it is a tradition that
has not died out in the past four
years because of a lack of victories.

Knox Rope Decayed
In contrast to the condition at
Lawrence we hear from good au
thority that the students at Knox
College, attempting to celebrate
really loved to run. And they are their recent football victory over
Principia, found the rope on their
tricky.
victory bell had decayed and a new
Tricky Offense
one had to be procured. The last
Their running offense seems to time the Knox bell pealed forth
click best off a close double-wing- was in 1931. Even though the Law
back from which they slash inside rence celebration came a day late,
tackle, pass, and lateral with great it was a bit of improvement over
the week before, when we had for
facility. They also shift into a sin- gotten completely.
gle-wing-formation
from
which
Varsity Plays Touch Football
they run their sweeps and their offLast Monday while Lawrence cotacklcs. Their defense has been cds lightly cavorted about the hoc
dented with passes before. A seven key field, half freezing in their ab
man line with a diamond defense breviated uniforms, the varsity foot
ball squad played a thrilling game
is weak down the center alley and of touch football. Unfortunately,
in the flats zones unless the ends Ripon and the other schools of the
fade on passes. Should St. Norberts Midwest Conference were not pres
run into a three-two defense to step ent so we are taking this opportun
ity to pass on an unusual tip for
Vike passes, we predict a busy and their weekly sport sections— some
perhaps a sorry day for our bad thing your correspondent has not
ly battered varsity. Let each one of been able to find in any of theirs.
us take it upon himself to be at The light workout succeeded in
limbering up tired and aching mus
Whiting Field Saturday afternoon cles received in the Saturday game,
to back a fighting, eager bunch of but Tuesday found the squad back
fellows who will be playing “heads to their normal schedule of actual
up” ball every moment. Their rec scrimmage.

Important Games
To be Played in
Midwest League

PEP BAND NOTICE
Maestro Loehrke, leader of the
Pep Band, requests new stu
dents to join this organization.
Any one interested should see
him as soon as possible. Rehears
als have begun, and they shall
continue to be held at the Con
servatory.
Watch the bulleiin
boards for the date and hour.
This band is open to men m u
sicians, and all fellows are urged
to help make this organization
one of the “peppiest” in school.
They play at all home games,
and a game won or lost is dou
bly interesting with a “Pep
Band” assisting eithei way.

Others Mope
to
Oust
Lawrence From
L ead
Coe College and Monmouth, co
champions of the Mid-West Con
ference last year, meet at Mon
mouth Saturday in a game that w ill
not only have an important bear
ing on the loop race, but can be
considered a play-off of lart year’s
scoreless game. Beloit goes to Mt.
Vernon to meet Cornell in the on
ly other conference game of this
week. Last year, Beloit was victor
by the score of 13-0, but this year
Cornell’s impressive showing in the
games against Iowa State and Iowa
Teachers’ indicate that the Wiscon
sin team will have its hands full
when it invades Iowa.
In non-conference games. Carleton entertains Grinnell and Law
rence, St. Norberts. Both confer
ence teams won last year. Knox
hopes to make it three straight
wins by upsetting the strong Augustana eleven and Ripon hopes
to be the third Mid-West team to
defeat Lake Forest this year.
As the result of Lawrence's w in
over Monmouth Saturday, the V ik
ings lead the Conference standings.
Ripon and Carleton played a score
less tie in the only other confer
ence game last week.
Results Last Week
Lawrence 13, Monmouth 0.
Carleton 0, Ripon 0.
Coe 19, Dubuque 0.
Knox 14. Macomb 7.
Cornell 0, Iowa Teachers 0.
Beloit 12, Lake Forest 6.
Games This Week
Coe at Monmouth.
Beloit at Cornell.
Grinnell at Carleton.
Knox at Augustana.
Ripon at Lake Forest.
St. Norberts at Lawrence.

when word was received that Bill
Kastetter had transferred to Syra
cuse University. Bill, better known
as Red, was a sophomore and was
a natural player if there ever was
one. Having never played football
in his life until this year, Bill was
the most promising backfield man
that the squad has had for years.
Besides his football ability he was a
star performer on last year’s fresh
man bask ;tball team. His loss will
be keenly felt in Lawrence athlet
ics. We wish him all the luck in the
world at Syracuse.
Shreve Plays Motorman
When it was discovered that Bob
Shreve and a few other members of
the liver trust were doing more rid
ing than pushing on the charging
machine at W hiting field, Coach
Derr ordered a new machine with
which he can give the boys individ
ual try outs. «Sounds something like
the A Capella choir, doesn’t it?)
The new machine is fitted with
straps arranged in such a manner
that only one man pushes the con
traption at a time. While the V ik
ings are working at W hiting field,
only a stone’s thro- • away at In 
terlake Park, Coach Cole is putting
the Appleton High School Team
through itn paces. Like Lawrence,
the high school team was rated t.itunderdog in its conference, bu*.
three consecutive wins have done
much to embarrass certain Fox
River Valley sports editors.

As to Suede Jackets
For Sports Wear:
For Both Men and Women You W ill
Find Here

Selection
Quality
Style
Price

9
Valiev Sporting Goods Co.
211 No. Appleton St.

Phone 2442

Red Kastetter to Syracuse
ord alone establishes them as de
serving every student’s whole
Lawrence’s future football hopes
hearted support.
took a decided drop last Monday

Çgf 14

J . G. Mohr—Piano Tuner
Piano Technician
these 20 years.

for Lawrence College

and

Conservatory

Sale of Desk Lamps

Choice of either type.
Complete with bulb
1.25 values

98c

Adjustable neck type comes in walnut, mahogany, green,
etc. An ideal student study lamp. Long ruberized cord.
Boudoir or desk type is a sensation. Beautiful colors. Should
be $1.25, Bulb included. See them.
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Pi»ge Six

Vikings Defeat
Monmouth I‘Ml in
First Home (>ame

Belliuruni Lectures
On Literature in
Changing Worlil

Miss Dorothy Bethurum, profes
sor of English, gave the first of a se
ries of lectures on “Literature in
a Changing Civilization” before the
Take Second Cam«» of ; Appleton Womans C'lub Monday af
ternoon, October 7, in her class
Season W illi l*a*»
room in Main Hall.
Attack
She drew a menial picture of the
cycles which historical events seem
Winning their second game In as to follow. Using as an example our
with
many weeks, the L a w m u e Vikings own civilization beginning
defeated a hlfihly praised Mon- the German invasions of the Roman
empire, she said that there 3re four
mouth team by a I .‘I to 0 score. outstanding periods; namely, the
The sinnll «roup of LawrentiartS period of invasion: the period of
that braved the wintry blasts to growth and assimilation of cul
ture, an age
characterized by
..•e the varsity in action on their
faith;
the
era of great prac
home field for the first time this tical achievement w’hen faith weak
ened and was somewhat replaced by
vear were more than pleased.
The first Viking touchdown came reason; and the last period, one of
decay.
on the second play of the second
Miss Bethurum went on to point
quarter. Leech faded back to the out that this cycle is not so fatal
thirty-four yard line and limped a istic as it might sound since it may
be merely a pattern, not necessarily
n*s> to Osen who merely had to
a doom. What our time needs, she
lep across the goal line Stratdxl added, is to avoid a self-destroying
kicked the extra point. On the fol pessimism by finding something
lowing kickoff, Monmouth started a worth devoting oneself to. She fur
ther pointed out that the novelist
.|H*ctacular march down He* field. must reflect the time in which he
•firl with the brilliant running of lives, while the artist must give
Catanzarro and Whelan, carried the some sort of order to chaos so that
man may interpret it
hall to the fifteen yard line.
This talk served as an introduc
They picked up seven yards on tion to a series of lectures which
three plays and then on the fourth Miss Bethurum will give on suc
down, the Lawrence line held them 1ceeding Mondays.

Mixed Swimming
To be Renewed
Pool Open
on Friday
And Sunday Aftern o o n s
Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Ye wearers of
the green caps. In yesteryear we
have had in yon Alexander Gym
nasium swimming pool a group of
young men and women engaged In
the aquaticus sport of mixed swim
ming. These gala events are to be
continued each Friday and Sunday
afternoons from tw’o to five, be
ginning at once.
It was there the handsome ath
lete exhibited his Romanesque phy
sique for the benefit of fair maidens
who “ooed and aahed" at grotesque
contortions of diving artistics.
It was there the flashiest, most
daring pieces of ribbon and rub
ber were on display as the last word
in co-eds bathing suits.
And yes. it was there the bashful
youth and the shy damsel coUld
feel at home and laugh with and
at each other to their hearts con
tent.
And last but not least. It was, at
the pool where many a chance
meeting brought together a couple
whose acquaintance developed into
a real and lasting campus romance.
It was a rendevous for all who
liked to swim. No. you didn’t have
to be a Tarzan or Olympic diver.
No one cared how' good you were.
The more you w'ent there the bet
ter you liked it. It was educational
to some, social to others, and fun
galore for everyone.
This year mixed swimming should
be bigger and better than ever be
fore. Howr about it?

t>* i -.light gain. Osen kicked out J
i f dinner on the nexl pi »v and just |
• wo plays later Guth intercepted a
Monmouth pass and raced ¡0 yards
down the field before h* wa-* tacUed from behind by a iVfonmouth
hack With the ball on the nins yard
•ine and four downs to make a Denney Find* Some Fu
touchdown, Lawrence wa* unabl«
ture Star« \i m o i i <£
to push it across the «o il and hist
¡he ball on downs. The rest of the
Linemen
:>ime was played in midfield with
i either team threatening lo irore.
Continuing Iasi week's analysis of
Lawrence
scored her second
touchdown early in the third quar- the rapidly improving Freshman
•*i when Hccker recovered i Mon- squad, we find that the mainstay
nouth fumble on the I I yard line. of the baby Vikes is the line. Out
Leech passed from the 11 yard line of the fifteen aspirants foi a line
t • Straubel, who dragged thre* Mon- [ position, Coach Denny has mult up
nouth players across the itoal with an exceptionally strong battering
him. Straubel's place kick f >r the ram. One of the hardest hitting
« Ktra point was wide. The red of projectiles is Willy Holmes, the Broit»** game was a puntin'* duel with kaw nightmare. Holmes is probably
Monmouth having a derided edne the outstanding man concerned in
the front line barrage Mike Golko.
on each exchange of punts
The center of the line appeared i like many of the redmen. a former
veak at times but fortunately Mon high school star, is one fellow' who
mouth didn't run over the Vike 1cei tainly can give and lake. A1 Wer
weak spots. Bridges, Straubel. and ner’s tackling ability makes him
tomenson ae.nin turned In outstand- conspicuous in the defensive pro
performance* in the line. Walk- gram. Unfortunately Paul Koch, one
« i- and Heckcr did most of the ball of the teams fastest ends, is out
«trying for Lawrence, but the run- temporarily with a bad leu Gray
• inn offense seemed very mcdio- has plenty of beef and power, but
re Leech and Guth took advantage lacks experience. Kirt Wolter. an- ]
frosh, shows ;
( t any and all breaks which the • other hard-hitting
Vfontnouth aerial attack threw tiieir much promise. Tom Jacobs, cover
v-ay Only two Monmouth passes ing end position, is fa.-t and effi
\ere completed out of an attempted cient but rather erratic at times
during the teams passing maneuv
fifteen.
J
If we are given the breaks l.and- ers. Other men will feature in the
< I u> last week, and if the Vikinn ffeshman broadside attack in the
nm m ng offense smoothes up some* forthcoming Mission College fray
v hat. we shall be looking forward are: Hatten. Ferris. Roen, Baxter
t > the Ripon game with hope that Thomas, Goehler, Keith Thomas,
I *rhaps this year we shall breaic the Weifenbach, and Walker. We confiI nwrence hard luck streak of eight dentally prophesy that Coach Den
ny’s spirited team will come home
• i <iuht homecoming defeats.
with laurels from the battle sche
The line ups
Lawrence
Monmouth duled for November 2.
UK
Mantle
Straubel
ichier
McConnell
RT
Mui brow
Buckcnan
R3
fuller. H
Simonds
C
THF.
Dean
LG
Greer
Bridges
LT
Oleyc'.c
Perfect Color Harmony
Osen
Newbury
LE
in
l.i'ech
QB
Bin-khardt
Hecker
IU1B
Catanzarro
Max Factor's Cosmetics
Walker
LH B
Reed
Guth
SOLD AT
FI*
Wludan
Substitutions: Grode. Arthur. Jor■enson. Sloan, Westburg, MacDon
ald. Burton.
First downs: Lawrence 5: Mon
mouth 8.
204 E. College Ave.
Total yardage gained: Lawrence
WO; Monmouth 178.

Freshman Line
Shows Strength

LA W R E N T I A N

FROLIC
The door swings open into the
Lawrentian Office. The October
wind, a few robin feathers, some
dried leaves, and Elly Voights
sweep through the opening to
remind us and you that there
will he a one hour frolic at the
Old (¡ym Friday night from 7
to 8 o’clock. And it looks like a
full moon, my dears.
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Exchange Dinner With
Brokaw Replaces Dance
There is one Ormsby social event
this w'eek which will in part, make
up for the Ormsby party, which nad
to be postponed. Three-fourths of
the Ormsbyites are hoping that
they will be in the half which will
go to Brokaw, in spite of the fact
that they’re scared to death of the
place. Exchanges in past years have
been a lot of fun, although as much
of a gamble as the Walk-around.
We’re anxious to see which ones get
their wish.

Visual Aids to
Become Important
McHarg Heads Project to
Enlarge Visual Con
struction Program
Lawrence is entering upon an ad
vance program of visual construc
tion. Dr. Mac Harg, professor of
American history, is the head o! the
project. During the summer Dr.
Mac Harg made a survey of the
best methods of teaching. He used
as his examples some of the larg
er cities in the United States.
Through the courtesy and aid of
the German Council, the president
of the Leitz Company and especial
ly the cooperation of Mrs. George
Wettengel,
’34, apparatus
was
brought from Germany. The ap
paratus is costly. It is to be used
in developing
pictures, printing
them, and making slides for class
rooms. Several rooms in Mam Hall
have been made over to accommo
date the picture apparatus. The Leica camera will be used for all pur
poses. The economy is great when
pictures are not sent out to other
firms to be developed. The cosi of
a slide is 34 cents when sent out,
and only 10 cents when developed
at home.
There are other Leica enthusiasts
among the faculty. Dr. Mac Harg. of
course, and also President Wriston,
Dr. T. C. Baker, professor of mo
dern languages, Mr. C. H. Heule,
assistant professor of French, and
Miss Elsie Bohst. instructor of
German have Leica photography as
a hobby.

Frat Football
Season Started
O. T. D .’s and Delta Sigs
Are Tied for
L e a d
The inter fraternity supremacy
race got under way October 1 witti
the first games of the touch foot
ball schedule. The Delts whipped
last year's champion Betas 12-0.
Hallquist's passing and Mueller's
blocking were big factors in the
Delt victory. Another Delt star,
Maurie West, suffered a thigh in
jury in the thick of the fight. The
Delta Sigs kept pace with the D.
Taus by beating the Phi Deits 7-0.
Herzog’s pass to Bartella account
ed for the score.
On the afternoon of October 3 the
Delta Sigs conginued their winning
ways against the Phi Taus. Herzog
and Bartella again starred on of
fense for 13 points. Scharinghauscn
was v.ery effective defensively in
the 13-6 win.
Delta Beat Sigs
In the other game Thursday D T
D came from behind to win a freefor-all from the Sig Eps with an
18-14 advantage. The Delts had the
edge in the rapid scoring of the
last 5 minutes, thus gaining the de
cision.
The pacemakers in the supremacy
race were idle Tuesday, while tne
Sig Eps eliminated Bartholomew's
Phi Delts from the race 14-0. Rose
bush’s consistent playing aided the
brain trust in scoring its first vic
tory. The Phi Taus’ chances of fin 
ishing high w’ere also ruined Tues
day afternoon They were eliminat
ed by the Betas, who kept them
selves in the running by winning
34-26. The Betas w’on on intercept
ed passes, while Mess was carrying
scoring honors for the losers.
The city of Los
average of one car
sons, as compared
al average of one
persons.

Angeles has an
to every 2.2 per
with the nation
car to every 5.3

Back to School
With a brand new Permanent Wave
that will make you the envy of your classmates!
'I'liis one with ¡Is jaunty up lum cd Kinglets and its
smooth navi's, is an easy to manage hairstyle particu
larly designed It» meet all the demands of an active
campus life.

Mina Gerhard Beauty Shop
Suite 701, Zuelke Bldg.

Phone 5506

m

m

231 - E.ColleqeAue.

APPLETON,

WISCONSIN.

NOTICE

BELLING’S
Drug Store

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
222 E. College Ave«

Better Dry Cleaning
Gladly Delivered to Your Residential Unit

ZORIC means cleaning magic!
Y O U O W E IT T O Y O U R P O C K E T B O O K — and to
your pride — to read this little message. It ’s about tlie
amazing, Zoric Dry Cleaning System — our method of
cleaning that’s cleanahle.
Do not confuse Zoi’ie cleaning with ordinary dry cleaning. For Zone cleaning
is so much thorough, that there is no comparison. Dresses, coats, suits— every
thing you send us will come hack with a eolor-newness and a fabric-feel tliat
w ill make you a Zone enthusiast forever alter.

COATS
Q Cc
DRESSES . . V O

UNEEDA LAUNDRY * ZORIC CLEANERS

Get Better Dry Cleaning at the Modern —

For Your Convenience, Clothes May Be Left at the Peerless National Laundry
307 E. College Ave.

Tn the S:\me Building as the East-End Postal Station

?

K-ynrn

■w

Phone 667

518 W. College Ave.
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We Pause at Nantucket,
That Salty Old Seaport
1 think Nantucket must have been
built upon an old colonial hoopskirt. Someone just spread a bit of
Ihe old Scotch moors over the
framework and then a little oldfashioned town sprung up upon the
harbor side.
Down the cobble stones of Main
street a black surrey jogs along, the
fringe of the canopy top swaying
in time to the gait of a rather slen
der bay horse.” The surreys look
lall and dark among the handsome
honey colored station wagons. In
front of a red brick grocery store
sits an old fisherman with twinkly
blue eyes. His chair is tilted against
the thick trunk of a scraggly elm
and he dozes in the warm afternoon
sunlight. Perhaps he dreams of the
wharves where the salt air turns
the shingle houses a silver gray.
All the old boys like to collect
around the wharves to discuss fishinu luck.
There are white houses set in a
toy landscape of velvet fjreen grass
plots and gigantic bushes of blue
hydrangeas. The trees arc not big

Movie Shorts
Rio: On Saturday Oct. 12, “She
Married Her Boss” appears on the
screen with Claudette Colbert. As
1lie most efficient of office workers,
informed to the last memo on the
business problems of her employer,
she is not too busy to be awart? of
the unhappy life of her ‘‘boss,” of
Ihc spoiled child he had by an ear
lier unfortunate marriage, *tnd of
the cantankerous sister who live*
with him, and can't oven keep
house decently When his secre
tary enters his home, the film real
ly gets started. It is rather diffi
cult for a man who has considered
his wife as a piece of office machin
ery to change his views suddenly.
Too busy to take time for a honey
moon, he expects things to take
1heir normal course. She complete
ly overcomes this by becoming ti;*ht
and causing a scandal. That really
wakes him up, and he, too. takes
1o the bottle.
Edith Fellows, as his incorrible
«laughter, provides plenty of liveli
ness throughout the picture. It's a
well-turned, highly humorous piece
of work with Claudette Colbert as
great a success as in “It Happened
One Night.”

and there are few. Each house is
bound in by a low rail-top fence,
a friendly fence for neighbors. Atop
the houses are small porches with
railings, the “widow’s walk.” Now
adays they seem merely a good
place for a sun bath but in other
days they had a purpose. The wo
men could see the harbor from
there and watch for their husbands
return from a long fishing jour
ney.
The streets are narrow lanes-turning in to Step Lane and coming
out onto Petticoat Row, with Pearl
Street and Gay Street just beyond.
The galleries are on Easy street and
most any one would like to live
on Easy street.
"The Skipper,” an old whalins boat
?r an ape place to dine. The gang
plank is always open and boys in
sailor costume serve the very ex
cellent hot Quahog chowder. The
imposing Ocean House boasts of
having entertained President Grant,
but with all the nobility entertain
ed there it is a comfortable place
to chat in an evening.
Tide comes in, creeping ove>- the
sand pit, and then goes out leav
ing an island for the gulls. Gulls
fly out with the great fleet of
schooners, sloops and cat boats. These
great white birds look more like
the gib sails flapping in the breeze.
Out on the harbor, going far out
towards the horizon, sails the rain
bow fleet, a prism of color shim
mering on the edge of the water
against the sky.
The moors are a soft green, and
the sand is pale and polden over
which the blue green waler creeps
nad pounds, making lace like a
white mantilla over blond hair.
There are great rocks piled along
the beach and white lighthouses
standing out distinctly against the
sky. At night it is peaceful and qui
et. with only the sound of water
gently slushing about the docks.
Out beyond, in the harbor, only a
light or two from a boat which is
momentarily caught in the great
white finger of light from the light
house. Sometimes out of the thick
grey blanket of fog comes the sound
of a mournful fog warning, and the
ding dong of the buoys. All this
is quaint old Nantucket. Nantucket
with its boats, whaling, cranberry
bogs, century-old houses, famous
people like Tony Sarg, and best of
all the ever invigorating >alt air
which makes it the lovely place to
be.

(»eniiaii Department
Receives Gifts of Books
Mrs. Nichalson of Appleton has
donated forty-three volumes of the
German Classics to the library of
the German department. Among
Ihem are works of Goethe. Schil
ler. Lessing. Heine, and Schafiel.
The German Club will hold ils
first meeting of the year in Hamar
House. Tuesday. October 15. It will
be a social meeting. All old mem
bers and new ones, including any
one interested in German Club, are
invited to come.
D O B E R S P E A K S ON TRIP

Journeying northward on Mon
day. October 7. Professor Morton M.
Eober. chairman of the economics
department, made two speeches be
fore community clubs in W.iusau.
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Town and (iown Club
Dr. Meyer at Biology
Antlrew Fiigstrom
lleurs Mrs. Trezise
Station in Summer
In ju re d in Plant
Dr. Henry Meyer, instructor in
Mrs. Joseph H. Griffiths was the
Kxplosion Monday
biology spends much of his spare hostess of the Town and Gown Club
Andrew G. Engstrom, Phi Bela
key w taiti and former chemistry
assistant, was injured in the Glidcien soy bean plant explosion in
Chicagi Injured with lacerations in
the left Itg, head, and face, he was
in th« hospital for two days.
Mr. Engstrom came to Lawrence
from lion Mountain, Michigan in
192!* and giaduated in 1932. F o llo w
mg graduation he served as chemis
try assistant until he took a position
MRS. CLAVER PLAYS
as
chemist in the Glidden Soy bean
Mrs. Gertrude Miller Claver en
Rubai is the singular of R ubai
tertained all the good little girls yat and. in poetry, means a quat plan) H* also made a mark in ama
and boys who didn't cut convoca rain.
teur boxing
tion Monday morning with three in 
teresting piano selections.
The first one played was "Papil
lons” by Schumann. It was ren
dered with much fire and feeling.
The other two which followed were
We have this pen in our stock
“Fin d’artifice” by Debussy and
Watches Repaired and A iliii'lrd Here
‘'Sonatine” by Bartok. They were
215 E. COLLEGE A M
executed perfectly, and
greatly
pleased the audience.

time over at the gym playing soft
ball and handball. He is a member
of the Lawrence's Men § Club.
Dr. Meyer spent the summer at
the University of Michigan Biolo
gical Station at Douglas Lake, near
Sheboygan, Mich., studying birds,
especially the nesting habits of
nighthawke. He wrote a paper on
this subject which is ready for
publication. Dr. Meyer has another
paper in progress on the reproduc
tive behavior of tropical fish.

at a luncheon meeting last Wed
nesday, October 9. A paper was read
by Mrs. Frederick Trezise on the
topic ' Biographical and Critical Es
says Through Four Centuries.” She
used for purposes of comparison il
lustrations from writers from the
seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth,
and twentieth centuries. This organ
ization, composed of the wives of
faculty members and other women
of the city, holds a meeting of this
type every two weeks.

MARX JEWELERS

A BRAIN HARASSED BY A P EN
THAT RUNS DRY, LOSES ITS
u a 4 tc e * ~

... c u w

fS

c /fte
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Hence Parker Created 102% More Ink Capacity and Visible Ink Supply

$1 0
For the Smartest

WOOL
DRESSES
Perfect Styles
for Class
and Sportwear

‘From Harvard to Southern California
That’s why thousand* of students arc
replacing thrir (irfwnt | i c i i h m i l l i ^his rev
olutionary n«*w Parler Varomatic v>illi
lisible ink »npply and IU-% more of it.
By holding this miraelr writer to the light,
W RITIC TWO W ÄYI
they t an her the ink level
— M-r «lav* ahead if it's
running low. It is lami
/inf
n a te d — li il il t u p ring
upon ring of shimmering
Pearl and Jet smart,
><l\e t-like, wholly ex
clusive.
«-ontains no ruhher
sa<* f o u n d in sae-tvne
W ITHOUT ADJUSTMENT |
n o squirt-gun [>i.*-

If unteti 1>y M ore S tu ilen ta
T han A ll O ilie r S ta n d a rd
Brands C om bine d
F.very time that you
w rite , your T ra in o f
Thought flautini along
rails morr delie ale than
gossamer. And f i r r y
|M*tty annoyance—every
di-trae-iion -caiiwil l»y a
| m - i i that skins and riuia
dry in stmly perioels,
classes, or exam», oh»
struct* 11««* tr a il .md de
rails lim train.

ton pump like other u d e M pens—
nothing to render it useless later on.
That's why it it* guaranteed mediani»
r a l l y p e r i r e i . Ott to any good slot«
sellini; iieitf an<l try it yourself. 'I !>•
Parker ren Company, Janesville, in.

Parker

A C I M A r i r ^f==*>

kU O SA M IIIS MKNANICAUT PIM IC T
Junior, »5:
Ov.- Sij. tic

A

k

Nnciti, $3 SO.
$3.50. and $5

+Aiithoiilv-— Ross FfJcrai Service siirrty
Jor "Suits Muntici Hunt" magaziiu.

Willi*. 6. Keller0.1,
Eyesight Specialist
121 W. C’olle*e
2nd Floor

Sizes 12 to 20

Ave.

See Them Tomorrow

STUDENT SUPPLIES

EYES EXAMINED
Glasses Scientifically
Fitted

RO YAL TYPEWRITERS

Complete Optical Laboratory
Service

¿ J c ts im m

A lie n i

CAMEO LEATHER GOODS

l l t l k t «IDG. I O * . lO U t« e < AVC. A N I O s ti l i* » l

MANUFACTURED

- ICE COAL ------ COKE
Phone 2

* *

v t

G

en e r a l

O

214 E. College Ave.
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LIFE’S ODDITIES

•■ ...

The Cat’s Paw

By Georg* Clark
E D IT O R IA L !!

E D IT O R IA L !!

Once there was an introvert
Went away to college;

pVssociatrd C o lle g ia te fy r t* *
. 19)4
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Didn’t go to have much fun,
Only to get knowledge.

Entered as second class matter Sept. 20,
1810, at the post ofiice at Appleton, Wis.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Printed by the Post Publishing Company,
Appleton, Wis. Subscription price $2.50.
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•

Joined the frosh against the sophomores,
Won his bag rush in the fight,
Didn’t know just how it happened—
Made a hero, over night.

W IIY G O TO C O L L E G E ?

•

social environment in which young peo
ple may discover and develop both men
tal and social abilities or qualities of
great value to themselves and society

In a survey at Hunter College, New
York, it was found that of the 650 fresh
men co-eds, only one intends to marry
after graduation. The others are plan
ning to work.—The Ohio State Lantern.

•

Came to school and paid his bills—
Freshmen sometimes do—
Settled down to work and study,
Just like me and you?

A college provides an intellectual and

The man who cannot afford to get down
off his perch and move about among his
fellows is wasting his time at a modern
university. All the wisdom and learning
that he may accumulate will not save him
from a fossilized old age.—M cG ill D aily.

•

Planned to go to church on Sunday
Planned to go to class each day,
Planned to go to ev’ry “chapel”,
Never, never stay away.

•

— From Coe College Cosmos.

•

Didn’t want to be a “star";
Planned to stay away from liquor—
Never smoke a black cigar.
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for the rest of their lives.
These values may include greater
business and professional success, thus
adding to one’s economic security, or
they may include the development of
cultural interests, broader knowledge,
friendships, and a better understanding
of the world of men and affairs. College
should develop character and personality
fully as much as professional competence
and mental ability.
This experience will require time and
money during a period in which the in
dividual is usually far from self-support
ing. Moreover, the results will vary with
the ability, the initiative, and the de
termination of each individual to get the
most of the experience. The more of
these qualities that one brings to college,
the more one gt ts out of college.
Unfortunately, the college cannot
supply these qualities which are neces
sary to supplement the time and money
spent on a college education, if the re
sult is to prove profitable. Occasionally
the college environment will help the in
dividual to develop some of these qual
ities if they are lacking, but not always
by any means.
From the preceding statements it is
obvious that not everyone should go to
college, and the decision for or against
must rest largely on a serious personal
examination and appraisal of the stu
dent's qualifications to profit by a col
lege education. One’s economic resources
must be canvassed as well as one’s men
tal capacity and especially one’s interest
in a professional and intellectual career.
A college is a place for students who
may later, through the development of
intellectual curiosity, become scholars in
their own right. In brief, a college is a
place where high school boys and girls
with a reasonable degree of intellectual
ability, ambition, and determination to
make the most of their opportunities
may develop in the shape of four years
into straight-thinking men and women,
ready to undertake professional, social,
and economic responsibilities on the high
er and broader scale than would other
wise be possible.
The college provides the environment,
the faculty, and the facilities for such
development for those who have the abil
ity to profit by such an experience.

•

Didn’t plan to go for women,

•

•

Came the boys from Sigma Gamma,
Treated him just fine;
In the end broke his resistance,
Signed him on the dotted line.
•

“I ’d like to wear this pair, but I don't know how good a dancer he la "

•

So They Say

respectfully acknowledged. A student
controlled organ presided over by a fac
ulty member seems to offer an adequate
solution. Without becoming unduly san
guine one might cautiously predict that
the creation of student organization of
this kind would be welcomed by many
discerning students. Since this institu
tion is obviously blessed with proficient
commentators, it is inconceivable that
such a student organization once erected
should perish ignominiously as has been
so dismally true in the past.
Sincerely,
J. W.

At last after several somewhat fallow
and uneventful years the Lawrence stu
dent body seems again to acquire a dim
consciousness of important affairs out
side of the fuss and bustle of campus agi
tation. Infinitely more intriguing is the
quaint reality that a majority of the stu
dents are faintly aware of a world crisis.
More incredible still, some students are
actually so perturbed as to evince the
possible formation of opinion upon perti
nent issues. This curious phenomenon
should be considerably gratifying to
those lugubrious bystanders who have
intermittently bewailed the apathetic at
Up in one of the little New England
titude of students toward anything even
slightly alien. Now the most casual men seaports lay the good yacht “Psyche.’' it
tion of the African crisis can elicit a faint had come from one of the southern yacht
stir of apprehension from even the most clubs and was laying in for supplies. One
conceivably listless gatherings. This top of the older natives of the region, who
ic can miraculously arouse the most tor was long on spelling, though short on
pid student to mutter at least an un mythology, was seen to return time after
seasonable comment or indignant protest. time to study the craft, and was also ob
This wonder should stimulate the more served to shake his head. Finally he could
intrepid in the student body to establish bear it no longer; he swung on a by
some agency by which unbiased conclu stander and in a disgusted voice said,
sions might be disseminated by qualified “What a hell of a way to spell fish.”—
speakers and student queries might be i The Cornell D aily Sun.

Axes to Grind
One of the more or less hopeless tasks educational institutions have had to
face is to teach its students to think independently. Universities and colleges
have never failed to recognize the value of independence and have repeatedly
attempted to foster expressions of opinions even in the face of glaring failures.
Perhaps if more time were spent teaching students how to think rather
than what to think the undertaking might be successful. In the light of the
failures that have attended every attempt to foster meetings and discussion
groups by students interested in national and international affairs, it would
seem that Lawrence students learn nothing but how to conform, despite the
encouragement of a campus that emphasizes independent thinking.
Our education becomes a neglected avocation. We study the weighty
problems of collegiate athletics and are absorbed in the social dramas pre
sented by parties and dances. The only proper conversation must include
athletic conquests; dances provide the proper social manners. The definition
of a typical collegian is the one who combines proper conversation and proper
social manners most agreeably. Under these circumstances, education is
viewed as second-rate, a momentary preoccupation, confining, disgusting.
In such a life, he who confoims best triumphs in life’s little pettinesses.
He digs his own little cellar and lives in his own small dimension. For him
the campus paper must print the usual scandal. It must not go literary for
the conformists fear anything literary. Above all, attempts to arouse interest
in current problems are regarded as being supported by intellectual freaks.
Agitation for the establishment of a current problems discussion group
has met with less than half-hearted enthusiasm by the Lawrence student
body. It is more than desirable that the age of college students should be
one of inquiry and skepticism. An interest of any kind is much better than
no interest at all. The groups on this campus that hope to arouse interest
in current problems should be encouraged rather than abused.

•

•

Said the boys, “Here’s a queer fellow,
Always says ‘Hello’ so curt,
Something wrong about him brothers,
Betcha he’s an introvert!
t

t

“You can tell, he always studies,
Never seems to have much fun.
Come on gang let’s get together,
Let's go out and show him some."
•

•

»

Off they stormed to freshman quarters,
Found him reading his Shakespeare;
“Come on frosh,” said they real friendly,
“Let’s go out and drink some beer.’*
•

•

•

“Sorry boys,” said he, “I ’m busy,
Course I ’d like to come,
But until I ’ve finished reading,
Guess it can’t be done.”
•

•

•

So they got him in a corner,
Told him, though it hurt,
That to be a Sigma Gamma,
He must be an extrovert.
•

Day by
Day by
Finally
He was

•

0

day they saved no effort,
day he tried his best;
the job was finished,
like the rest.
•

•

•

He had learned to lend and borrow,
Liked a good old bender;
Learned to be a social lion,
Made the girls surrender.
•

•

•

Learned to say “Hello, how are ya?”
Learned to slap men on the back
Learned to meet both friends and critics
With a joke or dirty crack.
•

•

*

Came the big examinations—
One can’t always win—
Grades that looked like market
toms”—
Profs all had it in for him.
•

Then the
“Fellows,
He don’t
What we

•

bot

•

brothers got together—
that guy’s nerts;
get no grades or nuthin',
need is introverts."

There are two kinds of students who
brag about their grades, those who make
mostly A’s and those who come up with
flunks. . . .
It is necessary for the A student to
describe how his high marks were made
in order to avoid misconception that he
might be an apple polisher. The flunkers
must tell how they were discriminated
against or else how little, after all, they
really studied.
Strange as it seems, no one at the
University will admit that he or she is
just a trifle dumb. Those who find them
selves up to their ears in flunks usually
carry it off with a sophisticated shrug im
plying—“Boy, do I get around.” — The
D aily Kansat..

